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Abstract: Though its etymology and origins remain in
dispute, the picnic—that is a leisure-oriented alfresco meal
in the countryside—was a creation of the early nineteenth
century. Judging by both newspaper reports and references
in novels, its popularity soared in and after the 1860s,
reaching a peak around 1900. But the picnic was never
static. Both physically and conceptually it epitomises food
and drink “on the move”. As the picnic changed from a
gathering of “fashionables” supported by carts and servants
in the first decades of the century to the mass, institutional
and industrial picnics of the mid and late century and then
to the ‘father, mother and children’ outings of the years
before and after World War One, so too did its provisions
and its provisioning. This paper will explore this evolution,
focusing on the food and drink that fuelled these muchanticipated—though rarely incident-free—gatherings.
Champagne—at least in imagination—was a constant
beverage. Everything else, with the possible exception of
ham (served as a joint, in slices or minced into sandwich
spreads) changed in the course of the next hundred years.
The picnic was a gastronomic opportunity for some but a
culinary and logistical challenge to many. Into this gap
stepped advice columnists, marketers and food
technologists—with mixed and fascinating results.

“The lunch, or ‘the spread’ is certainly the most important
element of the day’s enjoyment.” Thus the Globe newspaper
in 1871 in one of their many articles on the British picnic.
“It is the centre and climax of the whole business. A mere
sandwich mumbling will not do.” Good beer was “never to
be despised” but “the lively popping of champagne corks
better suits sylvan solitudes and river banks.”1 Picnic meals
in one form or another were enjoyed by almost all sectors of
Victorian society. Whether the meal was “picnic” tea in the
garden, the poor family’s piece of bread and cheese taken to
a London park on a Bank Holiday or the luxurious spread
provided for the well-off Ascot racegoer it had to be
prepared, packed and transported. How was this managed?
How were dishes and drinks adapted for the picnic? In this
short paper I will argue not only that the changing food of
the picnic reflected social and technological changes in
society but also that transporting the meal from the
domestic setting had profound implications for manners
and social modes.
The picnic as a social event went through a number of
evolutions in the course of the century. The custom spread
from the “fashionables”, whose outings were chronicled in

the diaries and newspaper columns of the 1810s and 1820s
to the newly prosperous middle-class in the 1840s and
onwards. In the last third of the century and well into the
twentieth century, “philanthropic and charitable outings”
expanded to give opportunities for entertainment,
relaxation, sociability and rejuvenation to groups as various
as industrial workers, deprived or parentless children, local
choirs, volunteer soldiers and many others.2 The smaller,
less formally organised gatherings continued alongside
these mass events but mutated in their turn; the picnics of
the wealthy shifting into their gardens and riverboats, the
outings of the middle class increasingly stressing the
importance of giving children the chance of “healthy dirt.”3
Sources and Structure
The picnic has been relatively little studied. Georgina
Battiscombe’s eloquent “gallimaufry” (or miscellany),
English Picnics (1949), is sanguine about the “grim pleasure
taken by all Englishmen in wet, cold and uncomfortable
picnics” and remains a helpful source.4 Julie Csergo’s
chapter in Marc Jacobs and Peter Scholliers Eating on the
Move provides useful etymological background but focuses
more on France than on Britain.5 More recently, Andrew
Hubbell has written on the role William and Dorothy
Wordsworth played in the “invention” of picnicking.6
Aside from this valuable secondary literature I have relied
mostly on the British national and provincial press for
contemporary accounts of the picnic. This material also
provides both a useful index of the popularity of the picnic
and the advertising of picnic-related products and services:
from convenience foods to specially chosen champagnes.7
I start with a brief review of the usage of the term picnic
(or pic-nic) before looking in more detail at the shifts in
picnic fashions and picnic practices from the beginning of
the nineteenth century through to the 1920s and early
1930s. In this period the picnic became a “British
institution” and I look at the idea(l) of the picnic in
nineteenth century society: a flawed idyll that was both an
attempt to regain or re-enter a lost pastoral land and an
occasion for hedonism summed up by Sporting Times in
1871 as “fizz and flirting.”8 At the picnic was “true
pleasure” best known and the shackles of home routine and
city life could be briefly discarded.9 I then turn to the food
and drink of the picnic. How was it transported, what
technologies developed to assist the picnic goer, what form
did the food take at different levels of Victorian and
Edwardian society?
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The Term “Picnic”: a British Usage and a British Idea(l)
The word picnic (or pic-nic) originated in France in the late
seventeenth century as ‘pique-nique’ and in the following
century its general British meaning coalesced into ‘a
fashionable social event at which each guest contributed a
share of the food.10 During the first decade of the
nineteenth century the gathering moved outdoors. An
1814 account of the “anniversary of the glorious Victory of
the Nile” reported that “many brought their provisions
with them and partook of a family or pic-nic collation, the
earth alike their table and their seat.”11 From the 1840s
onwards outdoor picnics became steadily more popular.
Between 1800 and 1849, there were around 6,600 press
references to “picnic”; from 1850 to 1899 nearly 480,000
and between 1900 and 1949 nearly 520,000.12
Despite the uncertainty of the weather and the sense
that no picnic—however well-organised—was ever far
from becoming an “object of ridicule” or a “consummate
nuisance,” it became increasingly important in British
social and family life.13 It was linked to the “innate love of
the open-air life which hardly ever dies out of the breast of
an Englishman” and the illusory sense that “it would be
possible live like the banished Duke in the Forest of
Arden.”14 This powerful emotional link between
“Englishness” and the countryside was a creation of the
nineteenth century.15 By the mid-century the “Arcadian
aura” of the countryside was well-established and
historians have explored how it served as an “integrating
cultural symbol” for the nation.16 However, unlike the
rambling and woodcraft movements of the twentieth
century analysed by Frank Trentmann, to picnic was never
a political act.17 The appeal of the picnic drew power purely
from its association with nature. For the new middle class
in particular, shut out of landed property by city
occupations and lack of financial resource, it was an
opportunity, as Hubbell rightly suggested, to connect with
the land and in, some sense, to regain possession of the
land, the source of both financial power for the gentry and
emotional bonds for the populace.18 The countryside
symbolised freedom for the middle-class consumers whose
picnics received the majority of press coverage in both
factual articles and short stories.
The freedom of the picnic was in part spatial, in part
social. The spatial freedom contrasted with the constraints
of the city. Charles Dickens summed it up in 1836 when he
wrote of the “good humour and delight” of London
working men and women on a Sunday excursion on the
river. “[S]hut up as they have been, all the week, in close
streets and heated rooms […] they have all the excitement
of feeling that fresh air and green fields can impart to the
dwellers in crowded cities.”19 Emphasising the freedom
conferred by the picnic setting, another commentator in
the 1830s declared that “gentlemen” came to the picnic
“prepared to leap ditches and clamber over hedges [and] to
brave prohibitory notices.”20 An 1867 article summed up
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the appeal of the picnic thus: “the wisest of moderns
cannot resist the temptation to escape from his formal
civilisation, methodical home and orderly meals, in order
to turn amateur gipsy for a few hours.”21
The picnic also promised social freedom. As late as 1881,
an etiquette manual stressed, for example, that it was “most
undesirable” for a young woman to be seen walking alone
or falling into conversation with young men not already
known to her.22 For men and women of all ages, eating
with others was recognised as the “great trial.”23 Whilst
conversation, the arts of carving, the protocols of visiting
cards and calling and even the niceties of dress could be
mastered the dinner table was the true test.24 There, as
Andrew St George has indicated, “social solecisms were
obvious and irredeemable.”25 Social exchange, in general,
was strictly regulated but, at the picnic, the rules of the
etiquette books could be laid aside for the duration. The
successful picnic required, said a journalist in the 1830s, “a
forgetfulness of etiquette and formality.”26 For the
Scotsman a few years later, the picnic was characterised by a
“frolicsome absence of silence and ceremony.”
Commenting on an excursion, the journalist was proud to
state that “we became once more children.”27 The picnic
was the time to throw off the “shackles of home routine”
and escape the “gloomy solemnity” of everyday life.28
The opportunities the picnic offered for socialising
outside the constraints of nineteenth-century middle- and
upper-class society were appreciated by the participants.
The Illustrated London News in 1848 suggested to “matchmaking mothers” that a “pic-nic party on a handsome
scale” was the ideal way to “catch shy suitors” for their
daughters.29 Companionable walks might ripen friendship
into affection whilst picnic games could have more
immediate consequences. As a later correspondent
complained “the games that are played when young people
meet at picnic and other parties are often of a very hurtful
tendency [since they] induce an improper familiarity
between young people, till then perhaps entire strangers to
one another.”30 Be that as it may, the “romance of picnics”
was an accepted truism. One 1880 short story opened with
the line that “I’ve often been told that matches are made in
heaven, but it is my opinion that a great many more are
made at picnics.”31 Another short story from 1890, “Our
Picnic”, outlines a range of typical disasters. It’s too hot,
there are swarms of biting insects, the lemons and ice for
the punch have been forgotten … and then it rains. But
Max and Grace become engaged since he “believes that any
women who could keep her temper under such trying
circumstances must make a good wife.”32 Grace’s
perspective is missing from the account.
Such stories and press comment cannot of course be
taken entirely at face value but what the thousands of
reports and stories conveyed to their readers was the social
role of the picnic in Victorian and Edwardian society. It
represented not just a physical movement from urban to
pastoral but a symbolic move from formality to
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informality, from constraint to freedom. A lecturer to the
Sheffield Field Naturalist Society felt the need to reassure
his audience that the society had not, in his words,
“degenerated into a “Pic-nic and Flirtation Society.”33
However flirtation (and “fizz”) were an accepted element of
the picnic’s hedonistic appeal. The most hedonistic of
picnics were generally reckoned to be those held every year
at the Ascot races: “undoubtedly the smart picnic of the
year” for St James’s Gazette in 1889 and still the “scene of
the wildest extravagance in dress, race charges and picnic
food in the world” in 1914.34
However, hedonism did not spring entirely from the
consumption of champagne and foie gras.35 “Certain it is,”
claimed an 1842 article, “that true pleasure is best known
in the country, which, when once tasted, those of the town
become insipid, tiresome and tumultuous.”36 This was an
idyll of stolen romances in “ruined castles” and shady
watersides fuelled by food and drink. The idyll was not
without its flaws but, as the Scotsman put it in 1842,
“though the mahogany [of the dining table] is a most
blessed invention, there was a charming novelty—a
frolicsome absence of silence and ceremony—in this
open-air banquet which would have reconciled us to a
thousand inconveniences.”37 Even the “confusion of
comestibles,” culminating—in the imagination of one
columnist—with “ten fillets of veal and ten hams” and no
salt could be agreeable rather than unbearable for “no
matter who or how many you are in a company, an
immediate thaw is the necessary result of a general
unpacking of hampers.”38 As this suggests there was a
deliberate informality to the best picnics and the food
steadily reflected that greater informality.
Food on the Move
The essence of the picnic was that it should be at a remove
from daily urban life. It should “break into the steadygoing monotony of our ordinary existence.”39 It should, as
the Newcastle Courant declared in 1887, be “at a distance
which costs some little to get at and which altogether
changes the scenery we are accustomed daily and hourly to
look at.”40 That distance demanded transport and the
modes of transport to such extra-urban sites evolved—as
one would expect—during the century.41 In the early 1800s
the emphasis was on carts and wagons. In the Edwardian
era, cars (or bicycles) began to replace carts for individual
transport and mass transport systems such as steamer or
rail excursions became important. In general, the more
elaborate the picnic, the more it was supported by servants
rather than the guests themselves, and the more important
became the vehicles used to convey the food and drink to
the chosen site. An accident to a wagon returning from a
Goodwood picnic involved twenty-five people, whilst two
dozen carts were required for an Irish picnic featuring “hot
joints”, cold collations, and two fiddlers in 1843.42
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By the 1860s, picnic baskets had become the common
means of transporting food and utensils. They were
frequently given as a prize in sporting competitions (both
those for men and for women), as a suitable wedding
present, as a raffle prize or simply as a sale item. The
minimally equipped picnic basket—to judge by a
testimonial given to a retiring vicar—contained plates,
knives, forks, spoons and glassware.43 Some also included
linen and compartments for tea-making equipment.44
Baskets were made of light and durable wicker and came in
all sizes, from those for one or two which could be “slung
over the shoulder” to those suitable for a ‘large party.45
They could be strapped to the top of carriages or even built
in.46 But the basket was not a complete solution to the
picnic problem.
No matter the form of transport, the constant challenge
was how to get the food to the picnic without spoiling its
taste, its appearance or its healthfulness. Articles in the
press variously recommended bottles, jars, wicker
containers, tin boxes and spills of paper as containers.
Advertisements extolled the benefits of milk prepared for
picnics that was cooled by “being passed over a
Refrigerator, thereby taking the animal heat out of it and
making it less liable to take up and carry disease germs.”47
But, as the prolific nineteenth-century cookery writer,
Phyllis Browne, put it in 1886, the “chief annoyance [is
when] the gravy mixes with the gooseberry tart.” Her
guidance against the problems of “jolting” may be summed
up as careful packing of pre-prepared ingredients which
could easily be assembled on the spot into the required
delicacies. Nonetheless, “crushed pastry” and a “scarcity of
tumblers” was no bar to enjoyment. “Individuals who in
everyday life are accustomed to put their feet under a
polished mahogany table, covered with a cloth of finest
damask, and loaded with every delicacy of the season, will,
in summertime, go out into the country, squat down on the
grass in a most uncomfortable position, round a tablecloth
spread on the grass [are] happy all the time because they are
at a picnic.”48
Picnic Food
But what did they eat at their picnics? As Arjun Appadurai
showed, food is a “highly condensed social fact.”49 The
preparation and serving of food (and drink) defines the
personality an individual wishes to project to others.
Nineteenth- and twentieth-century picnic food choices
show the changing character of the picnic over time. Solid
joints and pies dominate the press coverage of the first half
of the century. Post-1850, the emphasis shifts briefly to the
attempts at recreating the Victorian dinner menu. In the last
third of century and the early decades of the twentieth century,
the humbler fare of sandwiches and cakes and cups of tea
begins to take over the press columns and recipe suggestions.
Nonetheless, picnic food tended to share common
characteristics. Most importantly, and most commonly, it
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was essentially cold. Only the most elaborate picnics—
those supported by servants and chefs—ran to hot food;
though the technology of self-heating products such as
“Calorit” began to be advertised in the early twentieth
century, promising “a steaming hot meal in five minutes.”
Their strapline was “If it isn’t hot, it isn’t Calorit” and it
guaranteed “no light, no fire, no trouble.”50 The modern
barbeque does not feature in Victorian and Edwardian
picnics. The only use of fire is to make tea and that typically
engenders as much smoke as heat.51
Second, meat dominates the nineteenth-century picnic
menu. The meats chosen and the cuts employed, at least
into the 1870s and 1880s tend to the luxurious rather than
the commonplace. Chicken is a perennial favourite from
the early 1800s onwards, but the stress is on grouse, fillets
of veal, Westphalian hams, pigeon pies, venison. The one
early exception was the first “spread”, “Imperial
Jambonade”, a ham spread described as a “substitute for
butter [and] just the thing for a picnic lunch.”52 The only
generally featured seafood is lobster until fish paste creeps
into 1920s sandwiches.53 Vegetables are rarely mentioned
in press articles, comments or recipe suggestions, though
summer fruits—preserved, “delicately stewed,” in salads,
with cream—become noticeable in the press record in the
second half of the nineteenth century and in the twentieth
century. In the nineteenth century, jam sandwiches and
cakes are linked to the less-expensive picnics provided for
charitable purposes. In the twentieth century as children
become more visible in the press coverage of the picnic,
cakes become more common in the picnic menus suggested
for middle-class families.
In the first half of the century, the typical self-catered
menu was on the lines of the “cold fowl and ham, pasties,
and wine cooled in a delicious fountain” enjoyed by
students at a music college.54 More elaborate fare was
provided by catering companies or by well-provisioned
domestic kitchens. The “Bill of Fare for a Picnic for Forty
Persons” suggested by Mrs Beeton includes eight cold meat
dishes, two types of meat pie, six lobsters, a “collared calves
head” and salad stuff for the main course and four dessert
dishes in addition to fruit, cheese, biscuits and cakes.55 The
tendency to recreate the Victorian dinner menu at the
private picnic appears to strengthen in the middle years of
the century for those who could afford the cooks to prepare
it or the resources to buy the hampers of tinned or
preserved food provided by specialist grocers and wine
merchants.
For the mass of the independent picnicking population,
however, the trend was towards simpler food, brought in
baskets. Accounts of picnics suggest a steadily increasing
stress on sweet pies or puddings. Thus the food of a
tradesmen’s 1866 picnic, as told in the voice of “Mrs
Brown” was “a noble ‘am and a bit of beef […] to say
nothing of lobsters and sallid” with a gooseberry pie to
follow.56 Twenty years later, Phyllis Browne told her female
readers to bring individual meat patties, the makings of a
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lobster salad, “for a picnic would not be worthy of the title
where lobster salad was absent,” bread rolls and plenty of
sweet dishes since “a picnic could not be pronounced a
well-provisioned affair if there were no sweet dishes.”57
Increasingly, however, the press reports of late
nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century picnics
focused on the organised events which continued to grow in
popularity until the 1940s. Such events which catered for
hundreds, even thousands, of people had their roots in the
“industrial picnics” organised for (and often by) workers in
mines or factories and in the “charitable or philanthropic
picnics” provided for the aged, the infirm, or deprived
children. The Epping Forest outing organised by the Ragged
School Union for London children could stand as a model.
Using cheap excursion tickets, the children left London in
the morning to enjoy their ’day in the country’. Meat pies
were provided for lunch but in the words of John Kirk, the
Union’s long-serving secretary, the 4 pm tea after the
afternoon’s games was the “most important” meal. “Each
section […] of twenty boys and girls, has a certain amount of
cake, bread, butter, tea, milk and sugar allowed to it. When
tea is over there is a grand scramble for sweets.”58 The picnic
organised for some 400 inmates of the Sunderland
Workhouse was little different: beef sandwiches,
gooseberries, tea, sweets and fruit—and tobacco.59 In the
second half of the nineteenth century and in the twentieth
century such large-scale events were often held at
commercial venues with on-site facilities such as George
Charlton’s Collingwood Gardens in Morpeth where the
“Garden Pavilions” could seat 800–1000 people and offered
“tea and refreshments [and] the usual fruits of the season.”60
The bread and butter, and jam sandwiches of the
nineteenth-century philanthropic picnic became the staple
of the twentieth-century domestic picnic. Articles on
varieties of sandwich filling multiplied—from the simple
ham and egg to more exotic mixes such as “chopped dates
moistened with orange juice,” “cream cheese with […]
crushed pineapple” or “mock crab” (a blend of grated cheese
and mustard).61 Detailed instructions on preparing and
presenting “picnic food” became increasingly common,
always aimed at women.62 The usage of the term “picnic
food” in newspapers listed in the British Newspaper Archive
proliferated—7 mentions between 1850–99; 239 between
1900–49. Occasional articles inveighed against the “cold,
clammy and scrappy” nature of the picnic sandwich but
accepted that whilst for a few it might be ‘the age of
champagne lunches in marquees, of elaborate meals
transported by motor car for self-indulgent sportsmen on the
moors’, such was not and could not be the food of the many
who sought the benefits of the open air for their children.63
Picnic Drinks
The reference to the champagne of the wealthy returns us
to the topic of that vital element of the picnic, the
“drinkables”. Alcohol had been part of the picnic since its
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early eighteenth-century beginnings. In 1862 a temperance
lecturer reported (to applause) that he had been at a “picnic
where no drink but hot water was used.” “That (he said)
was their cause advancing.” But it did not advance very far.
The 1886 judgment of Phyllis Browne, that “picnics are
thirsty occasions and the term a ‘dry picnic’ is in some
districts used as a general term for an incomplete affair,”
would have been common ground of generations of
picnic-goers.64 Of all drinks, champagne was—until the
twentieth-century hegemony of tea—the most frequently
mentioned, though claret-cup, beer, and later in the
century, lemonade and ginger beer begin to challenge the
dominance of sparkling wine.
In nineteenth-century picnics, however, champagne was
lavishly provided by those who could afford it. In an
account of an 1822 ‘Pic-Nic party’, “the champagne banged
like a battery upon the scene of a slaughter.”65 By 1838,
Davis & Son were advertising sparkling and Sillery
champagnes in “single dozen cases” as a “great convenience
for Pic-nic parties.”66 The mid-century guide to etiquette,
Habits of Good Society, suggested that whilst it was “perhaps
safer not to have champagne at picnics for fear of unruly or
improper behaviour, it is always expected.”67 Safer or not,
advertisements for low-cost “Pic-Nic Champagne” or “Race
and Picnic champagne” began to appear from the 1870s
onwards; after all, wrote one colum nist, “a picnic without
champagne is generally a flat affair”.68 To support the
necessary “bite” of cold champagne, “miniature ice
preservers” were freely available.69 A partial switch to
lemonade and ginger-beer in the late nineteenth century
was prompted by the increasingly “temperate turn” in
British society when provision of free barley water was
phased out in London’s gentlemen’s clubs because it was
too popular and royal garden parties saw consumption of
alcohol dwindle almost to nothing.70 The last advertising
for picnic champagne was in the 1890s; thenceforward it
was replaced by advertisements for lemonade powders and
fruit syrups that needed but water to create refreshing drinks.71
Conclusions
Throughout the long period covered in this contribution,
the appeal of nature persisted. From the beginning of the
nineteenth century through to the 1920s and beyond
poems, stories and articles celebrated the power of nature
to uplift and embolden. In the 1840s a mass railway trip
from east London into the Essex countryside brought the
“poor of Bethnal Green” into the “presence of nature […] to
sing the praises of God and bear home kind and healthy
memories.”72 In the twentieth century the emphasis
focused more on children and the benefits of health-giving
play. Even the dirt was “healthy”, if quickly washed off with
a damp flannel. The picnic was an occasion to escape the
formality and routines of everyday life. It promised both
spatial and social freedom. For the Bethnal Green
parishioners it promised a respite from the “stifled oblivion
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of the crowded Spitalfields.” For the Victorian middle class,
the picnic was the opportunity to leave behind the “gloomy
solemnity” evoked by Mrs Braddon.
“Food on the move” often carries connotations of
convenience, haste and necessity. Yet the picnic of the
nineteenth and early twentieth century carried no such
characteristics. The picnic was a conscious choice, often a
longed-for opportunity that offered time to ramble, time to
enjoy nature and time to get know other people.
Sometimes—if the stories and articles are to be believed—
such acquaintance might ripen into love and marriage, as
the story of Max and Grace suggested. But always there was
the pleasure of the “spread,” whether the food on offer was
the functional bread and butter of the “philanthropic
picnic” or the hedonistic luxuries of champagne and lobster
salad enjoyed by well-off racegoers. Food was part of the
adventure of the picnic and in reconnecting people to the
land, it liberated, renewed and refreshed—whether the
picknickers were the wealthy elite or the slum children of
the Ragged Union.
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